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e've all heard stories of running away to
join the circus, a place where joy travels
contagiously through flips, flaming hoops and
flashy routines. Junior Isabella Majzun does the
latter half of the idiom, but lives the full dream
of training for and participating in circus shows.

Taking the stage at the young age of 5, Majzun first
joined the circus troupe, “The Saint
Louis Arches,” inspired by a friend
who was also a member of the
troupe. She recently left the
Arches to join Circus Smirkus,
a Vermont-based international
youth circus, and performed
with them all summer. Now,
she makes difficult skills,
such as juggling and contortion, seem simple.
The circus is as rigorous as any sport. Over
the summer, Majzun and her
circus performed two out of every three
days, totaling 67 shows. She traveled to
several states, including Vermont, New
York and Massachusetts. Every show,
Majzun trains to improve at her art.
“I train four to five times a week at the
City Museum and sometimes I perform in shows
on the weekend,” Majzun said. “My favorite
things are hand balancing, partner acrobatics,
tumbling and juggling.”
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All of her tricks and performances are an accumulation of her consistent training. Without fail, her hard
work attracts affinity from her friends and family.
“[I go to see my sister at the circus] a few times a
year — every time she has a show,” senior Riley Majzun,
Isabella's sister, said. “I like seeing new tricks she learns
and the acts she comes up with, and I've gotten to know
a lot of the people involved with the circus. It's a really
positive, energetic environment.”
Beyond the curtains of the circus lie fun, family, friends and flying, Isabella has traveled across the
world to perform with circus
troupes.
“One of the coolest
places the circus has
taken me is Israel,” Isabella said. “My
partner acrobatic troupe planned to go [to
Israel] for two weeks in the summer and meet
up with another youth circus where we would
[prepare] a show together and perform it
around Israel for two weeks. Right after
our final performance, the airport shut down
and we had to stay an extra week.”
Traveling and performing aren’t the end of
the benefits that Isabella reaped from joining the
circus. In addition to complex acrobatics, the
circus actually taught Isabella several important
skills and lessons that she can apply in many
aspects of her everyday life.
“The biggest thing I’ve learn[ed] is how to
talk to people,” Isabella said. “When I was
little, I was so shy and meeting new people
was probably my biggest fear. But as I began
performing more important shows to bigger
audiences, I had to learn how to address people
after shows.”

A CIRCUS PERFORMER //

Junior Isabella Majzun
takes a break from practice and then performs one of
her acrobatic tricks. Over the summer, Majzun traveled
across the U.S. with Circus Smirkus. "It was a great experience that gave me a lot of self confidence and really
taught me how to make conversation with strangers,"
Majzun said. (Photos by Rhiannon Rhoads)

Isabella’s circus career serves as a prototype for those
around her. By being a strong and burgeoning young performer, Isabella and her work ethic have earned the praise
of many around her.
“Isabella has had to learn that failing, [such as] dropping in juggling, missing a tumbling pass, even falling,
is all part of the path to success,” parent Bonnee Majzun
said. “She knows from hours and hours of persistence
that there are no shortcuts. And she’s learned the value of
being part of a team — a joy-filled audience is magical.”
In the end, Isabella is simply glad to be doing what she
enjoys. “Lucky for me that people like sitting and watching me do something I love,” Isabella said. “And it’s
really fun being able to impress people so easily.” v

Double takes : Celebrity lookalikes found in Ladue's halls
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A look back in 'Due time
A look at unisex fashion

Unisex clothing has begun to reclaim its place in society. Panorama staff
members displayed the term "unisex" for the first time in 1966. Vogue's
August 2017 cover story gained controversy due to its confusion of gender
identity with unisex clothing. It used terms like "gender fluidity" to describe
cisgender people wearing clothing meant for another gender. Its December
2017 issue has part of a subheadline reading: "Womenswear, menswear:
Drawing a line between the terms today is both pointless and passé. "
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